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GIANT TRACK-LAYING
MACHINE ON TOUR
TRANSA transports
101-tonne machine to
Spain.
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There is no rail network without tracks – and
there are no tracks without track-laying machines. It’s a simple formula for rail transport,
and one that applies around the world. In order
to meet the demand for new and modernised
rail lines, network operators use gigantic machines that lay new tracks or renovate old
ones, while exchanging rail track ballast at the
same time.
One of these gigantic yellow machines is the
RM 80 -UHR-N, a 101 -tonne heavyweight
manufactured by the global leader in this market, the Austrian company Plasser & Theurer.
The RM 80 -UHR-N is a true “all-rounder”: in
one cycle it cleans the tracks and points, collects old rail track ballast, cleans it, and finally
pours it back onto the track bed. After some
time in operation in Poland, it was necessary

to transport the RM 80 -UHR-N to a new construction site in Spain, via Germany and
France. The machine covered the distance of
2,000 kilometres on its own wheels, but pulled
by electric locomotives. It arrived safely at its
destination ten days after setting off.
“These transport operations always represent
a complex challenge. Close, trusting cooperation between all the participating partners is
a must if we are to meet the customer’s expectations,” says Martina Steek, who – with her
colleagues from TRANSA Spedition – ensured
that the machine and its six bulk cargo wagons
reached the deployment site in Irun safely.
There, the colleagues from DB Schenker Spain
Global Projects were already waiting to load
the machine and the wagons onto broad-gauge
bogies – Spain’s tracks are wider than in the
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EDITORIAL

THESE TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS
ALWAYS REPRESENT A COMPLEX
CHALLENGE.
CLOSE, TRUSTING
COOPERATION
BETWEEN ALL THE
PARTICIPATING
PARTNERS IS
A MUST IF WE ARE
TO MEET THE
CUSTOMER’S EXPECTATIONS.”
MARTINA STEEK, TRANSA SPEDITION

ALL LIGHTS ON GREEN
Transport is a major cause of climate change and
transport emissions intensify global warming –
with dramatic results for us all. Here at DB Cargo we
are proud of our climate- and environmentally
friendly operations. For each tonne of freight transported, our trains produce up to 80 per cent less carbon dioxide than a lorry over the same distance.
Two factors play into our hands here. Thanks to the
size of our European network we can carry out
transport operations intelligently and efficiently
across all transport modes. At the same time we have
lots of customers who welcome innovative
concepts and who are working with us to develop
sustainable transport solutions.
In this issue we bring together everything that makes
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DB Cargo a sustainable company.
rest of Europe. Only then could the machine
reach the destination under its own steam and
on its own wheels.
“This kind of exceptional transport operation is very complex. We had to acquire several permits, reports, certificates and supporting documents,” explains Steek. In addition to DB Cargo, the Polish company PKP
Cargo and the French DB Cargo subsidiary
ECR Euro Cargo Rail were also involved in
executing the project. The next transport
operation for a similar machine is already in
the planning phase. an

Contact | TRANSA Spedition, Martina Steek
Telephone: +49 (0)911 219-2575
martina.steek@transa.de

I hope you find it an interesting and informative read!
Yours sincerely,
Raimund Stüer,
Member of the Management Board for Sales
and Marketing, DB Cargo

Interested in the latest from the
world of DB Cargo? Sign up for
the newsletter, so you don’t miss
out on any news from the railways.
Subscribe at:
www.dbcargo.com/newsletter
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MORE EFFICIENT WOOD LOGISTICS
With a new round trip concept for wood transport operations,
DB Cargo Logistics is not only significantly increasing
customer retention, it is also improving wagon utilisation and
the efficiency of transport operations at the same time.
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LEADING THE WAY IN SUSTAINABLE LOGISTICS
All rail transport operations for Audi in Germany are
now completely CO2-free.
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GREEN LOGISTICS
With sustainable products and efficient processes, DB Cargo
allows customers to make their supply chains more
climate-friendly – on rail but also using other transport modes.
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NEWS

MAINZ/GERMANY

DB Cargo on the offensive

M I L A N / I TA LY

Award-winning Italian network
At the end of October, DB Cargo was presented
with the Logistics of the Year 2017 Award. With
the prize, the Italian industry association Assologistica recognised the rail freight company’s
achievements in providing Italian businesses with
an efficient single-wagon system. DB Cargo
operates an extensive, high-capacity network in
Italy, with four hubs and more than 60 transhipment sites and private sidings. Thanks to the DB
Cargo family’s Europe-wide network, Italian
companies have the option of transporting their
freight sustainably and efficiently to customers
across Europe. The prestigious award ceremony
was held in Milan. Assologistica represents more
than 250 logistics companies in Italy. an
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Over the next five years DB Cargo plans to make
a significant investment in new wagons
and locomotives. 60 new locomotives will be
added to the fleet this year alone, at a cost of
€250 million. DB Cargo also intends to acquire
4,000 new freight wagons, most of which will
be used in growth areas such as intermodal,
steel, automotive, consumer goods and industrial goods. Additional investment will also be
made in automating facilities and vehicles, with
the introduction of automated coupling and
driverless shunting. The aim of this investment is
to significantly improve transport performance
over the coming years and to make rail freight
more sustainable. Boosting transport performance by one billion tonne-kilometres annually
would save more than one million HGV journeys
and more than 250,000 tonnes of CO2. an
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RYBNIK/POLAND

Energy efficiency in
maintenance

At DB Cargo Polska, sustainability also includes
improving energy efficiency in the company’s
workshops. The main hall at DB Cargo Polska
maintenance workshop in Rybnik was recently
given an energy-efficiency makeover. After the
upgrade, the average temperature in the DB
Cargo Polska maintenance hall was six degrees
Celsius higher than during the last heating
season. At the same time, the company is now
using around ten per cent less heating energy
each year – a reduction of more than 345 tonnes
of CO2 annually. The savings were achieved
by installing a thermal insulation and modern
windows in the 240-metre-long and 13-metre-high
hall: 4,000 square metres of façade surface area
were insulated and 2,000 square metres of
window surface area replaced. mh

LOVOSICE/CZECH REPUBLIC

Lovosice terminal turns ten
The intermodal terminal in the Czech town of
Lovosice has successfully completed its tenth
year of operations. The container terminal was
set up in the industrial region of north-western
Bohemia in 2007 by the Czech rail operator České
dráhy and DUSS to move freight off the region’s
overstretched roads and onto the railways –
and this has been a success. “We are connected to
western, central and eastern Europe and have
recorded growing interest from freight forwarders since we started operating,” the manager,
Jaromir Cabalka, says. The terminal is operated by
ČD-DUSS Terminál, a.s. Most recently, 15,700
freight wagons were handled and 43,000 TEU
transhipped here in a year. For its birthday, the
terminal launched a new website, which can be
accessed at www.cdduss.com. mh

LOVO S I C E

B R U C K A N D E R M U R /A U S T R I A

Flexible wagons for customers

RY B N I K
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MAINZ

BRUCK AN DER MUR

DB Cargo is keen to provide its customers with
more wagons that can transport different kinds
of freight. The company is therefore working
with Innofreight – an Austrian company that
specialises in the development of innovative
containers and unloading systems – to develop
modular freight wagons that can be used in DB
Cargo’s single-wagon system. These have a
standardised substructure, while the body can be
changed to fit the cargo. As a result, the wagons
can carry standard containers, containers for
light or heavy bulk goods or for coils, or a pallet
module for transporting timber or steel. The
main advantages are increased utilisation and
improved availability of wagons, and it is no
longer necessary to commit to a specific use of
the freight wagons for decades to come because
it is easy to switch the attachments. DB Cargo
is already testing a range of different wagons and
is working with customers to discover for which
types of wagons there is demand. mh

MILAN
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DB ECO PLUS.
100% renewable energy.
CO2-free transport.

BRAKE ENERGY RECOVERY.
Smart braking.
Fully charged.

Sustainability at DB Cargo – the rail
company’s climate- and environmentally
friendly transport operations benefit
us all.

THE HELMS LOCOMOTIVE.
Less pollution.
Greener trains.

WHISPER BRAKES.
Same wagon.
Less noise.

DB ECO NEUTRAL.
Green investments.
For climate protection.

SMART TRAIN PARKING.
Short distances.
Huge effect.
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ECO CONSULTING.
Good advice.
Good for the planet.

AUTO START-STOP SYSTEM.
Switch off.
For the climate.

GREEN PLANT
RENOVATION.
Saves energy.
Protects the climate.

TABLETS FOR
STAFF.

I L L U ST RA T I O N : M ARIO WAGN E R

Digital office.
Less paper.

DBʼS TRAIN DRIVERS.
Smart driving.
To save energy.

Find out more: deutschebahn.com/gruen
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ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS FOR THE
WORLD OF TOMORROW
With its climatefriendly products,
DB Cargo offers
its customers
transport operations
for a sustainable
future.
Without a strong rail system and a significant
shift of transport operations from road to rail,
it will be impossible to achieve a major reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the transport segment. In rail freight transport, companies can already cut around three-quarters
of CO2 emissions by carrying out transport
operations by rail rather than HGV .

TEXT_____Axel Novak

S

ustainability is one of the biggest
opportunities and one of the biggest challenges of our time. If we
fail to halt global warming, climate
change will pose a threat to human
habitats and cause natural disasters with unimaginable consequences. Carbon dioxide
(CO2) – one of the main greenhouse gases – is
responsible for warming up the atmosphere,
for rising sea levels and for changes in the
climate, as the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC ) explains in its regular reports on the topic.
The German government had decided well
before the Paris Agreement to cut Germany’s
greenhouse gas emissions by 80 to 95 per
cent by 2050 in comparison to the 1990 figure.
Rail plays an important role in Ger-many’s
climate protection strategy: traffic is the
source of around one-fifth of Europe’s emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide.
Traffic noise also has a negative impact on
human health and the environment. Trade
and industry therefore have a particular duty
to design and develop sustainable and environmentally friendly transport concepts.
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DEUTSCHE BAHN’S
AMBITIOUS CLIMATE AIM
From 2018, DB’s long-distance trains will be
powered exclusively by green energy.
Deutsche Bahn’s long-distance division is
thereby the first and only mobility company
in Germany to transport its customers to
their destinations virtually CO2-free. With
the launch of the green long-distance trains,
DB is on course to achieve its new 2030 climate target. By 2030, the company is aiming
to reduce the specific emission of greenhouse
gases by more than half. DB is aiming to be
completely CO2-free by 2050. To achieve
this, it is gradually increasing the percentage
of renewable energy in the DB rail electricity
mix to 70 per cent by 2030. The current figure is 42 per cent.
DB Cargo is also operating with environmental awareness. The company recently
launched a special ambassador: an e-locomotive bearing the slogan “That is green.”
on its side, which raises the profile of DB
Cargo’s sustainable rail freight transport
services and climate-friendly products.
The branding reflects the ideas expressed
RAILWAYS 04 | 17
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DB ECO PLUS
CO2-free transport operations

by our customers on the topic “Why our
environment is worth protecting”, which
were gathered during the customer event
“RailClub” at the transport logistic trade
fair.

With DB eco plus, companies can transport
goods on all routes in Germany and Austria
with no CO2 emissions. Using the independent calculator EcoTransIt World, the DB
Cargo experts work out the exact energy
requirements of the transport operations
and produce a sustainable transport concept.
On the basis of each individual quote, DB
Cargo buys the corresponding volume of
green electricity from domestic renewable
energy sources, replacing the standard rail
electricity mix by the same amount. Furthermore, ten per cent of the revenues from DB
eco plus are used to fund plants that produce
or store renewable electricity.
The whole process, from the emissions
calculation to the supply of the renewable
electricity, is overseen by TÜV SÜD. The
CO2 savings made by DB eco plus customers
are also certified by TÜV, and can be taken
into consideration in the company’s climate
assessment.

I L L U ST RA T I O N : M ARIO WAGN E R

GREEN PRODUCTS FOR
CUSTOMERS
DB Cargo offers its customers the option of
making the rail part of their supply chains
even more environmentally sustainable. The
rail company has developed two products to
that end. With DB eco plus, companies can
have their goods transported on all routes in
Germany and Austria with no CO2 emissions.
With DBeco neutral, DB Cargo offsets unavoidable CO2 emissions that occur during
transport operations – e.g. during the initial
and final leg by HGV. That product is available on all routes across Europe.
With these two products, DB Cargo is addressing customers who attach great importance to sustainability in their supply chains.
The fact that customers from the chemicals,
coal and steel, consumer goods and automo-

DB IS AIMING TO MAKE
HUGE CUTS TO GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
BY 2030 AND TO BE CO2FREE BY 2050.
11
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WITH ITS PRODUCTS,
DB CARGO IS LEADING
THE WAY IN CLIMATEFRIENDLY LOGISTICS.

DB ECO NEUTRAL
CO2-neutral transport operations
With DB eco neutral, DB Cargo offsets
unavoidable CO2 emissions so it is the
perfect complement to DB eco plus. With the
aid of EcoTransIT World, the DB Cargo
experts calculate the CO2 emissions of the
transport chain and present a customised
quote for the CO2 offsetting potential.
Customers also enjoy a great advantage with
this product: in addition to reducing
their emissions, they also support projects to
improve the local environment and living
conditions in countries around the world.
In collaboration with the renowned organisation “atmosfair”, DB Cargo is investing in
selected sustainability projects globally –
projects that encourage the use of renewable
energy and that reduce CO2 emissions. The
projects have as their basis the international
agreements of the Kyoto climate protection
protocol and they meet the strictest standard
for climate protection projects, CDM Gold.
DB eco neutral customers receive a certificate outlining the volume of CO2 emissions
that has been offset.
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tive industries have all opted for these products proves that green rail transport is competitive and efficient.

EFFICIENT DRIVING TO USE
LESS ENERGY
However, that is not all. Over the last few
years, DB Cargo has undertaken a number
of measures to cut emissions in its operations, and to reduce the energy and fuel requirements of its fleet.
One of these measures was training engine drivers in the art of energy-saving driving. These methods – anticipatory driving,
exploiting time reserves, allowing the train
to coast, and braking skilfully – have a direct
effect on the train’s energy consumption.
This approach can reduce the energy requirements of rail transport by up to ten per
cent. Around 22 ,000 engine drivers have
already been trained in energy-efficient
driving at DB AG.
Automatic driver assistance systems support the engine driver on long routes. The

digital driver assistance system LEADER
(Locomotive Engineer Assist Display and
Event Recorder) indicates, by means of an
additional display in the cabin, the optimum speed for the train to navigate the
timetable and route network as energy-efficiently as possible. DB Cargo has already
fitted 300 e-locomotives with the system,
which was developed in partnership by the
rail freight company and the manufacturer
Knorr-Bremse.
Another element that has been introduced is the automatic start-stop function
in shunting locomotives at rail freight stations, which is similar to the technology
used to switch off your car engine when you
come to a standstill. A total of 230 shunting
locomotives have already been fitted with
this cutting-edge start-stop technology at
DB Cargo since it was first introduced in
2015 . And, finally, DB Cargo locomotives
now feed braking energy back into the grid
– the technology allows electricity from vehicles to be reused as propulsion energy.
DB “recycled” a total of 1 ,257 GWh of
power in 2016 and fed it back into the rail
electricity network. A total of 153 GWh of
electricity was fed back in at DB Cargo.
The smart refurbishment of wagons is
also part of the DB Cargo efficiency strategy.
This has allowed staff at DB Cargo’s workshops to minimise the dead weight of wagons.
Less weight on the rails means reduced energy consumption. That, in turn, lowers energy costs and emissions of greenhouse
gases.
RAILWAYS 04 | 17
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GREEN LIGHT FOR
ECO AMBASSADOR!
Newly designed locomotive in
operation

I L L U ST RA T I O N : M ARIO WAGN E R , P H O T O : D E UTS C H E BAH N

MAJOR INVESTMENT IN
NEW STOCK
In parallel with these developments, the rail
freight company is also investing in cutting-edge vehicles and is acquiring up to 100
new mainline locomotives. DB Cargo is also
making use of innovative technologies at marshalling yards. Working in partnership with
Toshiba, a leading Asian supplier of rail vehicle technology, the rail company has agreed
to develop and purchase new hybrid locomotives. In a ground-breaking research project,
DB Cargo and DB Fahrzeuginstandhaltung
(vehicle maintenance division) are also testing
how best to upgrade existing diesel-hydraulic
shunting locomotives to hybrid technology.
The trial has been carried out on two vehicles
over the course of 2017 and will continue during 2018. The hybrid vehicles are deployed in
the short-distance sector and they cut both
diesel consumption (and thereby also CO2
emissions) and maintenance costs.
Last but not least, the topic of sustainability also covers the issue of noise. DB Car-

go is upgrading its wagons by fitting them
with composite brake shoes (V brake shoes).
These reduce the noise emitted by passing
rail freight traffic by around ten dB(A) –
which is, to the human ear, equivalent to
cutting noise by half. All new freight wagons
acquired since 2001 have had the K brake
shoe fitted as standard, and the existing fleet
of wagons has been undergoing gradual conversion to the LL brake shoe since 2013. At
the end of 2016, more than 50 per cent of DB
Cargo’s wagons in Germany had been fitted
with these whisper brakes. By the end of
2020 the com-pany’s whole fleet of active
wagons in Germany will have been made
quieter.
With all these endeavours, DB Cargo has
put together a sustainable complete package,
and is earning a reputation as a pioneer in
climate-friendly logistics – for the benefit of
all.

Since November 2017, DB Cargo’s new eco
ambassador has been travelling throughout
Germany: a Class 185 e-locomotive sporting
a special design. Because what could
be better suited to the task of advertising
sustainable rail freight transport than an
electric locomotive? The design evolved
as part of the “Rail Club” at the transport
logistic trade fair in Munich in May 2017.
There, DB Cargo initiated a brainstorming
session with customers. Ideas were gathered
relating to the question “Why is our environment worth protecting?”, which were
represented graphically. These fed into the
design of the e-locomotive’s branding. The
e-locomotive’s now serves as an ambassador
for sustainable rail freight transport and DB
Cargo’s climate-friendly eco solutions.
The striking DB Cargo locomotive is travelling the length and breadth of Germany have you come across it? Then send us a
photo at the email address below. All
submissions will receive a small “green” gift. an
Photograph competition:
umwelt-dbcargo@deutschebahn.com

Contact | Juliana Nehrbaß
Telephone: +49 (0)69 265-34447
umwelt-dbcargo@deutschebahn.com
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NATURE
AND
SPECIES
CONSERVATION
ARE
PART
OF OUR
DNA
Andreas Gehlhaar is
responsible for environmental conservation
and noise protection at
Deutsche Bahn. In this
interview he explains
what the rail company
is doing to promote
environmental sustainability – and what it
can do to help bring
more traffic onto rail.
INTERVIEW_____Axel Novak

Mr Gehlhaar, recently we’ve been
hearing more and more about
bees in connection with the railways. That’s an unusual combination. What’s the story there?
GEHLHAAR_____Nature and species conservation are part of Deutsche Bahn’s
DNA. Each day, DB staff take part in more
than 12,000 environmental projects. One of
those projects is supporting honey bees,
which are very important in the cycle of nature. But – and this is where the problem
lies – the number of bees in Germany has
been dropping for years, dramatically so in
places. We want to do something about that
and that’s why Deutsche Bahn is making
several hundred green areas available to
private beekeepers – for free. For us, that’s
what active species protection is all about.

Deutsche Bahn is also active in
other environmental fields.
What exactly are the most pressing needs and what is DB doing?
G_____We must think of the environment and business as interlinked. That is

14

our core approach and it applies to all our
objectives, from climate protection to
specific nature conservation projects such
as the bees, which we’ve just spoken about.
Three tasks are right at the top of the
agenda: playing our part in climate protection, sustainably expanding renewable energy, and introducing quieter trains – especially in the rail freight sector.
When it comes to climate protection in
particular, we at Deutsche Bahn can make
a critical contribution because we already
operate climate-neutral and environmentally friendly services in many areas. And
it is our goal to improve further. Firstly,
from the beginning of next year all our
long-distance trains will be powered exclusively – 100 per cent – by green energy.
Secondly, we want to cut our greenhouse
gas emissions by more than half by 2030 .
That makes us the most environmentally
friendly mobility company by far – and not
only in Germany. Renewable energy already makes up 42 per cent of the DB rail
electricity mix. We want to increase that to
70 per cent by 2030 . That is green.
At the same time we are taking active
steps to work on making rail freight transportation significantly quieter. We are fitting our whole fleet of freight wagons with
whisper brakes. By the end of this year,
40 ,000 wagons will already have been
made quieter, and by 2020 the whole fleet
will have been refitted. In addition to that,
we, together with the federal government,
are investing around €100 million each
year in further noise protection measures.
Around 1 ,600 kilometres of track have already been fitted with sound insulation
walls and more than 55 ,000 homes with
sound insulation windows. Quiet rail
freight transportation is a basic prerequisite for moving traffic from the roads to our
greener railways.

But DB is surely also doing much
more with regard to the environment. How can we find out more
about this work?
G_____Deutsche Bahn is the most environmentally friendly mobility company
in Germany. From trains powered by green
energy to recycling, from our green train
stations to projects to protect falcons, bats
and squirrels: for us, environmental protecRAILWAYS 04 | 17
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TO SUCCEED IN BRINGING
MORE TRANSPORT OPERATIONS ONTO THE GREEN RAIL
NETWORK WOULD BE
MORE THAN ACTIVE CLIMATE
PROTECTION.

tion is a 360-degree challenge that we engage with 365 days a year. And now we have
a single umbrella under which we group
together all these diverse projects – under
the motto “That is green”. We are starting
with 112 green projects because we first operated a train with clean green energy 112
years ago, incidentally with power from our
own hydroelectric station in Kammerl.
That was the beginning of environmentally
friendly and climate-neutral rail transport
in Germany. But we are, of course, doing
much more and this green number will
grow steadily.

You mentioned bringing more
freight onto rail. But how exactly
do you plan to achieve that and
what would help DB to actually
accomplish this goal, which has
often been stated?
G_____To succeed in bringing more transport
operations from the roads onto the green
rail network would not only be active climate
protection. It would also help people on a
local level because when we transport more

by rail, we also simultaneously take the
burden off our roads and villages, because
fewer loud and polluting lorries are about,
to put it simply. That’s why, for us, noise
protection also counts as active environmental protection.
For DB , more traffic on the rail network is also naturally a business factor. To
achieve both – environmental protection
and economic viability – we need a big tool
box. I want to highlight two of those
methods here. Firstly, targeted infrastructure development, which Deutsche Bahn
can only proceed with in cooperation with
political decision-makers. The current
“Plan for Federal Traffic Routes” is a step
in the right direction. Secondly, the route
pricing system – i.e. the railway tolls – has
to become sustainably competitive. It is
particularly important in this regard that a
significant reduction in route prices not
only helps us at Deutsche Bahn, but all the
companies that operate rail services.

You have mentioned various
environmental protection
programmes that DB implements
when the company is expanding
or laying down new sections of
track. What is so special about that
– after all, doesn’t DB have a
duty to provide area compensation?
15
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OVER AN AREA THE SIZE OF ABOUT 5,500
FOOTBALL FIELDS WEʼVE SET UP
BROOD-ING BOXES FOR FALCONS, SPECIAL
NOISE PROTECTION WALLS AT TUNNEL
ENTRANCES AND NEW FLOOD-PLAINS.

TAKING THE TRAIN TO
PROTECT THE CLIMATE
DB presents new climate target
From 1 January 2018, every passenger on
DB’s long-distance network will be travelling
using 100 per cent green energy. With the
launch of its green long-distance trains, DB
is on course to achieve its new 2030 climate
target. By 2030, the company is aiming to
reduce the specific emissions of greenhouse
gases by more than half. DB is aiming to be
completely CO2-free by 2050 – not just in
Germany but also internationally. To achieve
that, it is gradually increasing the percentage of renewable energy in the DB rail
electricity mix to 70 per cent by 2030. The
current figure is 42 per cent.
That is a major boost to climate protection
on the railways. More rail transport means
less CO2 when car, lorry and air journeys are
moved onto rail.
Across the whole transport sector, CO2
savings of up to 9 million tonnes are possible
between now and 2030 by switching to the
green railways. If this is to be achieved,
however, it will be necessary to accelerate
the expansion of the rail infrastructure, to
electrify the network and to boost the
competitiveness of rail transport With its
ambitious climate targets, DB is also
supporting the German government’s
climate-protection plan, which aims to
reduce absolute greenhouse gas emissions
by 40 to 42 per cent in comparison to the
1990 figure. an
DR RICHARD LUTZ, CEO of
Deutsche Bahn AG
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G_____To give you an accurate picture,
I’d have to say this: when we carry out
construction work in order to improve the
rail system, it’s impossible to completely
avoid encroaching on nature in some way.
DB therefore provides new habitats and
rebuilds natural areas in other places as a
matter of course. As I said earlier, this is in
our DNA. In 2016 alone, DB carried out
around 1,800 species protection projects
at a cost of up to €140 million.
The Berlin-Munich line, which will go
into operation in December, is a prime
example of this. A green axis has been created here. Over an area the size of about
5,500 football fields we’ve set up brooding
boxes for falcons, special noise protection
walls at tunnel entrances and new floodplains. When implementing these measures
we often went way beyond the prescribed
requirements.
The construction of the Saale–Elster
Viaduct, which is more than six kilometres long, was carried out using what’s
known as the advancing head construction process, which largely avoids the
need for construction areas on the valley
floor and protects existing habitats.

You are also the Chief Noise Officer. What are DB’s goals in
terms of reducing noise on the
railways?
G_____Reducing the noise levels of rail
traffic is one of Deutsche Bahn’s central
company objectives. Traffic noise has become a huge strain for a large number of
people. We want to ensure that residents
living near rail lines can enjoy more time
undisturbed in their gardens during
the daytime and sleep better at night. We
have therefore set ourselves the aim
of cutting rail transport noise by half by
2020. We have already achieved much in

that regard. DB Cargo is a pioneer when it
comes to refitting wagons. That obviously
comes at a price: DB Cargo alone is investing an additional €230 million in upgrading freight wagons between now and 2020.

Would you have liked more support from the government with
the financing of new brake pads
and noise protection sections?
G_____In all fairness, I do think we get
some tailwind from the government.
Yet despite that there are, of course, still a
number of points that would help the
rail transport sector further. I’d include
the discussion about route charges here,
as well as the EEG reallocation charge
and energy prices. And support with the
increased operating costs resulting from
refitting the freight wagons would also be
extremely helpful, of course.
You have to bear in mind that the federal government has already invested a
huge amount of money in rail. With the
introduction of the noise-based route
charging system at the end of 2012, for example, the government and Deutsche
Bahn created an effective incentive to fit
freight wagons with the latest braking
technology. At the same time, the government also launched a €150 million
subsidy programme for refitting freight
wagons. Loud freight wagons will be
banned in Germany from the 2020/21
timetable change onwards. In addition,
financial support is provided for research programmes on vehicles and infrastructure.
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LEADING
THE WAY
IN SUSTAINABLE
LOGISTICS

sulm and Emden since 2012. Since their
introduction, around 1.6 million cars have
been transported on these two routes, and
63,000 tonnes of CO2 have been saved.
“With this switch we are making a significant reduction to the CO2 emissions of our
logistics operations and we are making a sustainable contribution to climate protection,”
says Heiko Schultz, Head of Transport Logistics at Audi AG. Seven years after the start of
the project, all of Audi’s transport operations
with DB Cargo from and to the two production sites are carried out fully CO2-free. This
includes not only the trains that leave the
two German production sites (outbound),
but also the rail transport operations that
arrive at the plants (inbound).
Components and materials delivered by
suppliers for the production process are also
included. Around 25 trains carrying materials and vehicles are processed at the two German plants every day. “We are very proud to
be the first rail logistics company to organise
completely CO2-free transport operations,
and to be making an important contribution
to Audi’s goal of CO2-neutral production,”
says Jens Nöldner, CEO of DB Cargo Logistics
GmbH. mh

Contact | Juliana Nehrbaß
Telephone: +49 (0)69 265-34447
umwelt-dbcargo@deutschebahn.com
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All rail transport operations for
Audi in Germany are now completely CO2-free.

E

nvironmentally friendly logistics
is possible – namely with rail. The
German premium car manufacturer Audi graphically illustrates how.
In the summer of this year, Audi
took the decisive step of switching all its rail
logistics with DB Cargo in Germany to CO2free transport operations. As a result, Audi
is the first company in Germany to run fully
carbon-neutral rail transport operations. By
switching to DB Cargo’s DB eco plus product, the company is saving more than 13,000
tonnes of CO2 each year, and has reached an
important milestone on the road to CO2-neutral manufacturing.
Having set itself the target of CO2 neutral
manufacturing, in 2014 Audi became the
first company to have its CO2 footprint certified in accordance with the international
ISO 14064 standard. Based on those results,
the company continuously develops measures to reduce its environmental footprint.
To achieve that, Audi prepared detailed
analyses of the emissions in all the lifecycle
phases of a car in order to develop further
reduction measures based on them. Surveyors from DEKRA Certification GmbH and
DEKRA Certification Inc. checked and confirmed the underlying data sources and calculations.
Audi has been using the environmentally friendly product DB eco plus to transport
its finished vehicles since 2010: the “green
train” linking Ingolstadt to the North Sea
port of Emden was launched in August
2010. Audi was thereby the first company
to use trains powered by green electricity.
“Green trains” have also been operating on
the route between the Audi plant in Neckar-
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GREEN
TRANSFRACHT
Seaport hinterland transport
operations with zero CO2? The BMW
Group is leading the way.

Contact | Agatha Sick
Telephone: +49 (0)40 361305-733
presse@transfracht.com
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our eco plus option, they cut CO2 emissions
by 100 per cent compared to HGV transport
– thereby setting a great example of green
logistics.” With the TÜV-tested certificate,
TFG is certifying the BMW Group’s use of
eco plus renewable energy and fully CO2-free
rail transport operations.
Norbert Dierks, who is responsible for
sustainability and CO2 management in inbound and foreign supply transport operations at the BMW Group, emphasises the
importance of reliability in logistics. “There
is no such thing as a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ transport
mode, only one that delivers our parts to the
right place at the right time. In inbound
transport and vehicle distribution, that
should be achieved with the lowest possible
levels of CO2 emissions where that is viable,”
says Dierks. mh
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T

he BMW Group is driving forward sustainability in its supply
chains: the premium car manufacturer is not only increasingly
relying on rail, but also on CO2free electricity.
The automotive group handed over responsibility for seaport hinterland logistics
for the BMW plants in Dingolfing and
Wackersdorf to the DB Cargo subsidiary
TFG Transfracht as the nominated service
provider more than 15 years ago. In October
2016 TFG also took over transport operations for the new BMW location in Wallersdorf. At the same time the BMW Group
switched its sidings transport operations to
TFG’s eco plus product, under which
trains are operated fully CO2-free.
The volume of CO2 saved compared to
conventional rail transport, and especially
compared to HGV, is astonishing. On the
BMW transport operations on the Dingolfing, Wackersdorf and Wallersdorf routes,
a total of 1,332 tonnes of CO2 was saved in
the months from October to December 2016
alone compared to conventional rail transport.
At the transport logistic trade fair in May
of this year, Kerstin Corvers, Managing Director of the DB subsidiary TFG Transfracht,
presented the “Carbon Footprint” certificate to Norbert Dierks of the BMW Group.
“Working closely with the BMW Group, we
are looking forward to continuing to make
a valuable contribution in the fight against
global warming over the years ahead,” says
Corvers. “As a rail operator we manage the
main leg by rail. When customers choose

FOCUS

BMW IS INCREASINGLY
RELYING ON RAIL.
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DB Cargo develops a complex complete product for biofuel producer Tecosol.

WORKING TOGETHER FOR

T

oday, climate protection is more
important than ever and the
transport sector must also make
a greater contribution in future if
Germany is to achieve its ambitious climate targets. Biofuels is one element
in the strategy for improving sustainability
in transport: Germany’s car drivers used
around 500 ,000 tonnes of biodiesel and
252 ,000 tonnes of bioethanol in 2016 .
And that’s where Tecosol comes in. The
company runs a biodiesel facility in Ochsenfurt near Nuremberg in Lower Franconia,
where 45 members of staff produce new fuels
from residual waste products. Tecosol’s facilities in Ochsenfurt can produce up to
150 ,000 tonnes each year. However, biodiesel for transport is not the only product
they make there. They also produce premium
glycerin, plant fertiliser, potassium sulphate
and organic LOE fuels that are suitable for
use in cogeneration or combined-heat-andpower units in special facilities.

SUSTAINABILITY
INDICATOR

STRINGENT EU
REQUIREMENTS
“Our biodiesel fulfils the growing requirements of the European Union, which is pushing for a reduction in greenhouse gases in the
production of biofuels and liquid bioenergy
carriers,” says Michael Lendl, Managing Director of Tecosol, referring to the regulations
that approve biofuels and liquid biofuels if
they reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 50 per cent at present and by 60 per cent
next year.
Tecosol products fulfil these requirements
because they are made from residual waste
products. In addition to this reduction in CO2
they also offer further advantages. “Our biofuels are not in competition with the food industry. They are made by processing waste
products – so no rainforests are cut down for
us,” explains Lendl. Used cooking oil and
grease from private homes and industrial
plants, raw glycerin, waste from vegetable oil
processing and other oily substances are transformed into biofuels in a complicated process
that uses methanol and various catalysers and
additives. This also results in lower disposal
and drain cleaning costs for local authorities.

EFFICIENCY BY DB CARGO
But does this improved sustainability reach
all the way to the customer? Efficiency gains
in climate protection are often undone by
traditional supply chains. That is not the case
here: DB Cargo has put together a total package for the customer and Tecosol doesn’t need
to do anything. The sales company ZG Raiffeisen Biofuels has, on behalf of Tecosol, commissioned DB Cargo to carry out rail transport operations across Europe.
“The customer chose us because we offer a
competitive price for the complete package and
provide an excellent service,” says Annette
Wilms-Langer from DB Cargo Regional Sales.
This complete package is quite something.
Rather than timetabled block trains, it is a
matter of providing flex-trains – which is the
name given to trains that offer maximum
flexibility with only 24 -hour advance warning, sometimes in triangular operations. “In
terms of dispatching it’s an enormous amount
of work,” explains Wilms-Langer. Two dispatchers at BTT in Mainz are responsible for
the customer in a two-shift system. They can
follow the trains in real time and can inform
the customer if unforeseen events arise. Be-

The CO2 emissions of transport operations
depends on the tonnage, distance and
the transport mode used. Rail can reduce the
emission of greenhouse gases significantly
in comparison to lorries. When calculating
climate emissions, DB Cargo first looks at
the power consumption of the transport
operation, which depends on the route and
the freight being transported. The DB Cargo
experts then calculate the CO2 emissions
using the independent calculator EcoTransIT
World. www.ecotransit.org
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BETTER SUSTAINABILITY
cause biodiesel is not a clearly defined product, DB Cargo also transports primary products for the customer, for example biodiesel
to the refinery in Rotterdam; a primary product from the refinery there to Ochsenfurt for
further processing; and from Ochsenfurt the
finished product to distribution centres
around the country.
In Ochsenfurt itself, Tecosol is a co-user on
the plant premises of the Südzucker sugar
company, which operates the plant shunting
service and is currently modernising the rail
infrastructure there. DB Cargo handles regional operations to the plant through the
Nuremberg production centre.

TRANSPORT PROCESSING
AND MANAGEMENT

I L L U ST RA T I O N : M ARIO WAGN E R

Transport processing is carried out by DB
Cargo. The DB Cargo BTT logistics company
has hired a small fleet of 60 tank wagons specially for Tecosol. It makes sure that the
wagons are in perfect condition, takes defective wagons out of circulation and makes new
wagons available.
The customer provides DB Cargo BTT
with a list of the empty wagons needed or of

the wagons loaded ready for transport. DB
Cargo BTT then submits and confirms the
transport order electronically with the DB
Cargo Customer Service Centre in Duisburg.
Loading and unloading windows must be
strictly adhered to, which calls for a particularly high level of dispatching finesse in triangular transports. “DB Cargo BTT also
takes care of billing and customs clearance,
for example during journeys to non-EU
countries, that is to Switzerland,” says
Wilms-Langer.
This pays off for the customer in a number
of ways. “Tecosol is a production operation
that wants to concentrate on its core competencies. We, as a service provider, offer
everything from a single source,” says
Wilms-Langer. Moreover, the rail company
can also guarantee the environmental sustainability of the product: with reduced CO2
emissions. In 2016 ZG Raiffeisen Biofuels
was able to significantly reduce its emissions from the transport of 102,186 tonnes
over 16 routes. Transporting freight by rail
resulted in a saving of 1,924 tonnes of CO2
in comparison to HGV, as evidenced by the
certificate issued by DB Cargo to the customer. an

Contact | Annette Wilms-Langer
Telephone: +49 (0)911 219-5562
annette.wilms-langer@deutschebahn.com

THE CUSTOMER
CHOSE US
BECAUSE WE
OFFER A
COMPETITIVE PRICE
FOR THE
COMPLETE
PACKAGE
AND PROVIDE AN EXCELLENT
SERVICE.
ANNETTE
WILMS-LANGER,
DB CARGO
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WoMen
AT
WORK
FUTURE TEAM: (from left) Cedric Lindner, Michael Herrmann, Delia Pallotto, Lisa Bachmann, Felix Dorner, Jannis Schleißing.
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“VERY COOL”

PH O T O S : O LI V E R T J A D E N

R

ail is a business with a long tradition. Wagons and locomotives have been rolling from one end of the country to
the other for almost two centuries, and they’ve needed maintenance and overhauls for just as long. The railway has caught
the imagination of one generation after the other, such is the
magical fascination of its technology. Or as Felix Dorner puts
it, rail is “very cool”. He has been working as a mechatronics
apprentice at DB Cargo’s locomotive maintenance workshop
in Nuremberg for two years. “Combining electronics and
mechanics is my dream job,” says Dorner. He belongs to the
next generation of rail workers, who will shape the future of
the industry.
Ten apprentices are taken on each year. The young men and
women are trained in the fields of electronics, mechatronics
and industrial mechanics. “It takes three and a half years to
complete the apprenticeship,” explains Apprenticeships Coordinator Michael Herrmann. In addition to working with
cutting-edge rolling stock on the tracks and in the workshop,
Dorner and his colleagues also learn a lot on their tablets. Then,
as trained assistants, they get to grips with the technical challenges of tomorrow. Nuremberg’s locomotive maintenance
unit is the rail company’s biggest and most modern European
electric and diesel locomotive workshop, where 110 members
of staff keep 4 ,500 locomotives in full working order.
The field of maintenance has changed rapidly over the last
few years. The number of locomotives has dropped slightly,
but the number of different models and the level of system
complexity have increased dramatically. The generation of
digitally upgraded locomotives, known as TechLOKs, is currently coming into service. The Nuremberg site is also involved in testing a fully automated shunting locomotive that
will be operational without an engine driver. “We are already
preparing the future here,” says Michael Herrmann. an

Contact | Michael Herrmann
Telephone: +49 (0)911 219-6469
michael.mi.herrmann@deutschebahn.com
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POWERRAILPORT IN

REGENSBURG
With the Multimodal Logistics Centre, TRANSA
Spedition and DB Cargo offer their customers
excellent services covering all aspects of rail.

Surface area

approx.

7,000 sq m

Floor load

max. 6 t per sq m

Loading gates

80
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T

here is hardly a region in Germany that is
currently experiencing a boom like Regensburg is. The automotive industry is just
around the corner and the thriving local machine manufacturers enjoy global reputations. Products and services from Regensburg and the Upper Palatinate region are in
demand around the world. Part of that is
down to the way things are moved and transported around here. “With our Multimodal
Logistics Centre we are right at the heart of
the action,” says Robert Praschl, Head of
TRANSA Spedition’s Regensburg office,
proudly. “We not only offer our customers
warehousing and transhipment, but also a
whole host of other added-value services –
from commissioning, packaging, labelling,
palleting, quality control, shipment tracking
and just-in-time dispatch.”
Praschl reels off a string of references: a glass
factory in the Bavarian Forest uses the logistics centre as a buffer store for drinking glasses destined for export. A major machine
manufacturer not only transports its bulky
products by rail to all four corners of the
globe via the railport, but has also handed
over supervision of the plant sidings that
handle the exports to TRANSA staff, who
do so directly in the customer’s IT system.
Hardware stores, electronics wholesalers and
furniture shops carry out their own logistics
via the facility and can respond more flexibly
to customer needs as a result.
RAILWAYS 04 | 17
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UNLOADING: Tobias
Schütz uses a forklift
truck to carefully lift
freight from a rail
wagon.
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TEAM: (from left)
Tobias Schütz, Robert
Praschl, Franz Steiger,
Gerhard Lappat, Emil
Schützenmeier and
Franz Schott make sure
things run smoothly.

OUR STRENGTH IS
OUR VERSATILITY
AND POWER –
THAT’S WHAT
SETS US APART
FROM OTHER
RAILPORTS.
ROBERT PRASCHL,
TRANSA SPEDITION
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JUST-IN-TIME TO THE
ENGINE SMELTING PLANT
However, the team at the railport can do
much more than that, and it provides a
special service for an international car company that has a plant near Regensburg. For
its engine production, the car manufacturer needs regular and tightly scheduled
deliveries of aluminium blocks. These are
transported by rail from the Ruhr region
and are transhipped in Regensburg. The
one-tonne bar packages are grouped and
divided by production batch. Each block
is unique and can be tracked from the
smelting works to the finished vehicle engine. Two or three heavy goods vehicles
head to the engine plant every day.
“In this case we are fully exploiting all
the advantages of the railport and we offer

our customer just-in-time delivery of the
highest quality,” says Praschl, who has
been at the helm of the railport for two
years. “Before this, the lorries were on
the road for a long time – and were often
too late. In contrast, we’re located just 75
kilometres from the plant. Thanks to the
pre-transport by rail, we have significantly shortened this ‘last mile’ to the customer and we also function as a buffer
warehouse to balance out production
fluctuations for the customer. That ensures a high level of quality. And since
we’re based regionally here, our drivers
know the warehouse staff, which helps
when the unexpected occurs.” The result: 100 per cent of deliveries are made
within the planned time slots – a solid
base for the automotive industry to
operate on.
RAILWAYS 04 | 17

Open space

20,000 sq m

Siding track
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MAJOR OPERATIONS FOR
RETAILERS – RELIABLY AND
QUICKLY
Another good example is provided by an
Austrian business group that imports nonfood products from Asia to keep customers
happy all year round with appropriate seasonal goods. The containers are transported
from the ports by rail to the container terminal in Regensburg, right next door to the
TRANSA railport. That naturally means
short container feed distances. These are
then unloaded, checked, palleted and
pre-commissioned on the recipient level in
the Multimodal Logistics Centre. The goods
can be assembled “store-ready” – for example
as a sales display – in accordance with the
customer’s instructions. This is called convenience logistics for wholesale trading. The
goods are then transported to the central
warehouses of the business group in accordance with strict scheduling stipulations so as
not to exceed the customer’s warehousing
capacities. “The infrastructure we have with
these 80 ramp gates is naturally very helpful
for that. Sending 40 HGVs to the customer’s
central warehouses in one concentrated operation in a single day is no problem at all,” says
Praschl. “Such operations require a flexible
manning level, which we’ve achieved thanks
to a strong local network.”
TRANSA has been working in Regensburg
for 20 years, and the railport has been based
in the former cross-dock warehouse in the
Regensburg-Ost freight transport centre since
2012. It is located in an extremely convenient
place at the Regensburg rail freight station, in
close proximity to the DUSS container terminal and the A3 motorway. A new track was
laid so that the warehouse would be able to
deal with multimodal transport operations.
“The railport is ideally positioned for our customers,” confirms Annette Wilms-Langer
from Regional Sales at DB Cargo. Customers
appreciate the high speed and flexibility with
which operations are carried out at the facility.
“Our strength is our versatility and power –
that’s what sets us apart from other railports,”
Praschl concludes. an

160 m

Storage capacity

9,000 palettes

Warehouse height

7m

CONTACT
DB Cargo | Annette Wilms-Langer
Telephone: +49 (0)911 219-5562
anette.wilms-langer@deutschebahn.com
TRANSA Spedition | Robert Praschl
Telephone: +49 (0)941 500 1515
robert.praschl@transa.de
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Forests are a renewable
source of raw material
with huge potential. To
develop sustainable
solutions in this sector,
DB Cargo Logistics is
working with Bayerische
Staatsforsten (Bavarian
State Forestry) on a
concept to bring more
wood onto rail in future.

T

he field of logistics is going
through a period of radical
change. The extreme dynamism
of the global economy and the
growing volatility of supply
streams demand constant rethinking in planning and sales. Flexibility is required: logistics services providers have to think in terms
of interlinked logistics concepts, covering
the customer’s whole supply chain and beyond. It is even more exciting when you can
experience this dynamism in real time by
attending a summit meeting at which Germany’s biggest forestry company makes a
commitment such as this: “We plan to respond to the growing importance of wood as
a renewable raw material by making our
wood logistics as sustainable as possible,
too.” That was the announcement made by
Martin Neumeyer, Chief Executive of Bayerische Staatsforsten, at a strategy conference held in Regensburg at the beginning of
August 2017 , at which representatives of
DB Cargo Logistics and the state forestry
company took part.

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS
INCLUDES LOGISTICS

PH O T O S: AN D R E AS V I T T I NG ; I-STOC K

The commitment to sustainable transport
operations is also simultaneously a commitment to rail freight transport and to DB Cargo Logistics, with which Bayerische Staatsforsten has been working closely and suc-

cessfully since 2005 . As a private company
owned by the Free State of Bavaria, the state
forestry manages around 755 ,000 hectares
of forest. The forestry company maintains 40
operations in Bavaria and one in Austria –
and is thereby the biggest of its kind in Germany. Over the last twelve years, the rail
freight company has carried out 33 ,000 single-wagon transport operations involving a
total of 1 .75 million tonnes of wood. In the
process, 2 ,200 tonnes of CO2 were saved in
comparison to road transport, as verified by
a certificate which Jens Nöldner, CEO DB
Cargo Logistics GmbH, presented to the
Chairman of Bayerische Staatsforsten during
the strategy conference.
It is no coincidence that the term “sustainability” originally comes from forestry – it has
been used since the Middle Ages. Sustainability in forestry means not felling more trees
than are grown back afterwards. It is a tradition that bestows a duty: those who subscribe
to sustainable forestry naturally also want the
later processing stages to be as sustainable as
possible.
DB Cargo Logistics is therefore working
with Bayerische Staatsforsten to develop a concept that will gradually see wood normally
transported by HGV being brought onto the
railways. Not only is rail the most environmentally sustainable mode of large-volume shipping, it has also traditionally had very close
links with the wood industry, explains Jens
Nöldner. “Over the last twelve years of collab-
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ORIGIN OF AN IDEA:
Jens Nöldner, CEO DB
Cargo Logistics GmbH,
explains his concept to
Martin Neumeyer,
Chief Executive of
Bayerische Staatsforsten. On the left,
Martin Müller, Head of
Logistics at Bayerische
Staatsforsten.

Contact | Martin Fiebig
Telephone: +49 (0)6298 927159-1
martin.m.fiebig@deutschebahn.com
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oration with Bayerische Staatsforsten, we
have proven that we are able to transport large
volumes of timber to the European recipients
and that we function as a reliable and flexible
partner within the supply chain.” As a rule,
customers come from the sawmill, pulp, wood
materials and packaging industries across Germany and Austria.
The concept involves reducing the number
of H G V journeys and simultaneously
strengthening rail as a mode of transport. In
practice that will require building more logistics areas so that the timber can then be transported away quickly by rail – these facilities
are known as “timberports”.

ANALYSIS OF TIMBER
VOLUMES
The first new timberport to go into operation was the Parkstein-Hütten loading station in the Bavarian Forest region in January
2017 . In future, the timberports will, as
bimodal logistics facilities, link the transport modes of road and rail, and they will
be built as closely as possible to logging sites
in order to keep the initial HGV legs short.
Bayerische Staatsforsten is preparing an
analysis of wood volumes specially for this
purpose in order to identify additional sites
for loading stations.
The timberports provide the optimum
conditions for storing timber, with watering
systems to maintain humidity levels and
prevent the condition of the raw timber from
deteriorating. A mobile transhipment machine is used to tranship the timber between
HGV, the warehouse and rail wagons. “The
timberports are logistics facilities that also
function as interim storage areas, they help
offset seasonal fluctuations in demand, and
additional services can be carried out there,
e.g. producing wood chips, or storing, transhipping and transporting sawn timber,”
explains Martin Fiebig, Key Account Manager at DB Cargo Logistics. In order to provide a complementary service to the single-wagon system, Bayerische Staatsforsten
and the logistics experts at DB Cargo LogisRAILWAYS 04 | 17
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tics will also put on block trains between the
timberports and customers in the wood-processing industry.
The timberports also provide connections
to a much broader market. By accessing the
European rail network, wood customers can
tap into new sales potentials both in Germany and across Europe. It is clear that expanding the area in which they do business
will pay off. Demand for wood is on the rise,
not only in Germany but around the world.
Wood is currently experiencing a boom, becoming more and more popular both as an
energy source and a construction material.
The raw material also boasts positive environmental effects: the forest, its use and the
use of wood bind CO2 in timber and wood
products, and they help to protect the climate because they are increasingly replacing
fossil fuels and energy-intensive materials.
Sustainable forestry practices also promote
biodiversity.

RAIL AS THE IDEAL
TRANSPORT MODE
Rail is particularly suitable for transporting
wood over long distances. “Rail has far higher load capacities than HGV ,” explains Martin Müller, Head of Logistics at Bayerische
Staatsforsten. “We see its advantages most
clearly where it is part of the supply chain.”
That is the ace that rail holds and the common advantage exploited through the collaboration between Bayerische Staatsforsten
and D B Cargo Logistics. The sustainable interplay between wood production and
use in the respective processing industries
provides the logistics experts with an opportunity to establish precise, interlinked round
trips, from which not only the producer but
also the customer industries and the rail
company itself benefits. A development is
thereby put in motion that benefits everyone, not only DB Cargo’s customers. mh

RAIL HAS FAR HIGHER LOAD
CAPACITIES THAN HGV.

PH O T O S: M AR E K VO G E L

MARTIN MÜLLER, HEAD OF LOGISTICS AT
BAYERISCHE STAATSFORSTEN

AT DB CARGO
With more than 80,000
transport operations annually, DB Cargo Logistics is one of Europe’s
biggest wood logistics
experts. DB Cargo Logistics has access to a Europe-wide network –
based on the transport
mode of rail. More than
50 members of staff
combine the knowledge
of a successful wood
freight forwarder with
the rail expertise of DB
Cargo AG at five locations in Germany and at
sites in Milan, Saint
Petersburg and Stockholm. In 2016, the former DB Schenker Nieten
company was absorbed
into DB Cargo Logistics.
The merger has achieved
synergies that make it
possible to better meet
the high quality requirements of European customers and that make
the rail company a more
attractive option for the
wood industry. The company focuses on Europewide rail shipments of
raw wood, sawn timber,
chipboards, wood chips,
biomass and waste
wood. DB Cargo Logistics manages a fleet of
around 1,400 special
wagons for round wood
and sawn timber transport operations. The service offer also includes
logistics services such as
storage, transhipment
and HGV transports to
and from loading stations.

EASING THE BURDEN ON ROADS: Establishing more timber loading stations will
make the initial and final leg by HGV shorter.
31

ZPR
STRENGTHENS
RAIL

Sidings expansion
helps the pulp manufacturer to grow.
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ail is playing an increasingly important role in the international
transport chains of the paper and
pulp industry, as recently confirmed by Zellstoff- und Papierfabrik Rosenthal GmbH (ZPR) in Blankenstein in Thuringia. The pulp manufacturer has expanded its sidings and is now increasingly relying on the railways. Rail
transport makes up more than 90 per cent
in the modal split of ZPR’s pulp output. The
company thereby demonstrates that it not
only places great value on a sustainable and
effective mode of transport, but that using
rail also makes business sense.

CEREMONIAL
OPENING: (from left)
Dr Sieghard Rennert
(Head of Logistics
at ZPR), Jens Nöldner
(CEO of DB Cargo
Logistics GmbH), Bodo
Ramelow (Minister
President of the Free
State of Thuringia),
Dr Christian Sörgel
(ZPR Plant Manager),
Dr Klaus Sühl (State
Secretary in Thuringia’s
Ministry of Infrastructure and Agriculture),
Wolfgang Beck (Managing Director of Mercer-Holz).

AGREED SERVICES BY RAIL
ZPR made the decision to expand its existing
sidings and to add a facility for unloading raw
wood so that it could also receive deliveries
of raw timber by rail. In 2016 DB Cargo and
ZPR agreed to safeguard rail freight transportation on the Saalfeld–Hockeroda–Blankenstein route and to expand it if possible. The
framework contract has a term of ten years
and covers a volume of 500,000 tonnes annually. In April 2017 the expanded sidings
were officially opened by Bodo Ramelow,
Minister President of the Free State of Thuringia. Jens Nöldner, CEO of DB Cargo Logistics GmbH, Dr Christian Sörgel, Plant Manager, and ZPR’s Head of Logistics Dr Sieghard
Rennert were also there.
The relationship between ZPR and DB
Cargo is intense and has a long tradition.
“Since 2002 we have tripled the volume of
outbound pulp transports by rail to more
than 300,000 tonnes in 2016,” explains Hubert Müller, the Pulp & Paper Sales Manager
responsible for the customer at DB Cargo.
“That freight is transported exclusively in DB
Cargo’s single-wagon network.” The percentage of the company’s freight transported by
rail quickly rose over this period from 30 per
cent to more than 90 per cent today. “Our
collaboration with DB Cargo has always been
a constructive partnership,” explains Leonhard Nossol, Managing Director of ZPR. “So
it made sense to develop it.”
The expansion of the sidings on a topographically difficult site proved a demanding
endeavour. ZPR has invested a total of €10
million, a figure that includes financial support from the German government, which
provides subsidies for developing rail sidings
(see box). One part of the expansion is a modern raw timber reception facility, where the
raw wood is transported directly from rail
wagons to production.
“More freight volume by rail is not only
good for the environment, but also for the
reliability of our production processes. And
our customers also profit from that,” emphasises Leonhard Nossol. With the expansion
complete, the company now also receives
raw wood deliveries by rail – starting with
single-wagon transport operations in order
to test the capacity of the new unloading facility. DB Cargo Logistics’ timber division
manages rail transports from various wood
loading stations and provides flexible deliveries of raw wood, as has also long been the

DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT
With the so-called sidings
development support,
companies are subsidised
that reactivate, expand or
build new private sidings
or which build systems or
loading facilities to load
and unload freight
wagons. The federal state
makes up to €14 million
available every year.
The subsidy per project
amounts to a maximum
of 50 per cent of the investment volume. The
maximum subsidy is set
at €8 per tonne or up to
€32 per 1,000 tonne-kilometre per year. Applications for sidings development support are made
to the German Federal
Railway Authority and
must be submitted and
approved before construction begins. DB Cargo
is there to help customers
with the details.
More information at:
www.eba.bund.de and
www.dbcargo.com/gleisanschlussfoerderung

Contact |
Sidings Development
Support at DB Cargo,
Melania Gies
Telephone:
+49 (0)6131 15-67421
melania.gies@
deutschebahn.com
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case for the sawmill in nearby Ebersdorf-Friesau, which Mercer recently acquired from the Klausner company. ZPR expects raw wood transports of 100,000 to
140,000 tonnes for Blankenstein alone in the
first year.
ZPR plans to ramp up its annual production output of pulp to 450,000 tonnes by
2021. “We want to increase the volume of
freight we transport by rail by the same
measure to keep the modal split above 90
per cent,” explains Dr Sieghard Rennert,

OUR COLLABORATION WITH
DB CARGO HAS ALWAYS
BEEN A CONSTRUCTIVE PARTNERSHIP. SO IT MADE
SENSE TO ENHANCE IT.
LEONHARD NOSSOL, GESCHÄFTSFÜHRER ZPR

ZPR IN THURINGIA: The company produces long-fibre sulphate pulp,
an intermediate product in the paper and packaging industry.
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Head of Logistics at ZPR. “That would not
only mean that we’re taking a huge burden
off the motorways, but also off the roads
around Blankenstein, which will benefit
our neighbours here.” Jens Nöldner, CEO
of DB Cargo Logistics GmbH, adds: “I
would like to congratulate ZPR on this sidings expansion. At DB Cargo we aim to be
a partner it can rely on at all times and in
any situation.”
ZPR can look back at a 135-year history.
Founded by Anton Wiede, the paper factory
expanded quickly and the company remained in family hands until 1946. After
German reunification, the Canadian group
Mercer International recognised the plant’s
potential and took over ZPR from trust administration, making a significant investment in innovative and environmentally
friendly technologies. ZPR was the only
pulp factory in the newly formed German
states to manage the transition to the market
economy.
Today, ZPR produces long-fibre sulphate
pulp known as Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK). This intermediate
product in the paper and packaging industry is sold under the brand Mercer Pulp
International. A total of 354,000 tonnes of
the material was manufactured in Blankenstein in 2016, around half of which was exported. The raw material used in the manufacture of NBSK is coniferous wood, which
is delivered to ZPR in the form of logs and
wood chips. Around 1. 8 million cubic
metres are delivered to the production site
each year. Until April 2017, wood deliveries
to ZPR were made almost exclusively by
HGV.
“The reactivation of an additional rail link
via the Höllentalbahn, which has been in
continuous operation since 1945, to the
route to Hof in Bavaria just a few kilometres
away would be a huge step towards securing
the future of the site and towards the
further expansion of environmentally
friendly rail freight transport in the region,”
says Leonhard Nossol, outlining ZPR’s
long-harboured aspiration for the future.
mh

Contact | Hubert Müller
Telephone: +49 (0)951 832-331
hubert.hu.mueller@deutschebahn.com
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MORE EFFICIENT
WOOD LOGISTICS
With its new round
trip concept for
wood transport
operations, DB Cargo Logistics is not
only significantly
increasing customer
retention, it is also
improving wagon
utilisation rates and
the efficiency of
transport operations
at the same time.

P H O T O S: P ET E R S CH I L LI NG , KA R ST E N S CH M I DT

MARESCH
The family-run company
has its headquarters in
Retz in Lower Austria,
and has a history going
back 90 years. The company operates a sawmill
that processes only coniferous wood (spruce,
larch, pine). Purchasing
and sales are focused on
central Europe. The
company’s key priority
is: “Constant growth on
a healthy footing”.
www.maresch.co.at

Contact | Norbert Kurz
Telephone: +49 (0)8654 6014-56
norbert.kurz@deutschebahn.com

D

B Cargo Logistics is currently
working on new round trip concepts for its wood transport
operations in order to improve
backloading and thereby significantly increase utilisation and wagon availability. As a result, the company has succeeded in moving several HGV transport operations for an Austrian sawmill onto rail,
thereby taking a huge burden off roads in the
region over the long term. “The new round
trip concept was developed because until
now, a number of wagons carrying logs returned empty from Austria after unloading,”
explains Norbert Kurz, who is the Key Account Manager at DB Cargo Logistics’ Timber Division and is responsible for wood
transport operations in the corridor to and
from Austria. The idea behind the concept
was to use targeted customer acquisition in
the region to strengthen customer retention
and to introduce backloading opportunities
on the basis of interlocking round trip concepts to improve wagon availability for wood
customers.
One case in particular is a perfect example of the team’s approach. As part of an
existing transport operation, several wagons transport logs from Bavaria to an Austrian cus-tomer in the pulp industry, and
then return empty. The DB Cargo Logistics
team looked for potential backloading customers – and found them in Lower Austria.
“At the Maresch Sawmill in Retz, sawn timber was being transported away by frequent
HGV trips via a federal highway,” explains
Kurz. “That represented a huge strain on
local residents and the environment. In addition, the implementation of a rail-based
logistics concept was also highly advantageous for internal plant processes at
Maresch because it allowed them to design
more efficient production processes.” Since
the plant already had sidings, the DB Cargo
team was able to offer the sawmill an attractive package for the backloading service and
gain them as a customer.
Now, the wagons no longer return to Germany empty: after unloading the timber at

the pulping plant they now make the
200 -kilometre journey to Retz. From there,
the wagons continue onward to Saxony-Anhalt and Brandenburg carrying loads of sawn
timber for further processing. On the return
journey, the wagons call at stops in central
Germany to collect timber destined for sawmills in eastern Germany. The empty wagons
then return to Bavaria, collect more timber
and travel once more to the pulp customer in
Austria – and so the cycle continues.

A RESOUNDING EFFECT
“The effect has been resounding,” says Clemens Pflästerer, Timber Division Sales Manager for the South-West Region at DB Cargo
Logistics. “We now have short empty journeys, improved profitability of transport operations, new volumes thanks to the backloading, and more deployments per wagon
and year. And most importantly of all: we are
providing significant added value for
Maresch and are thereby improving customer retention.” A critical factor in the implementation of the new concept is the availability of universally deployable equipment
that can be generally used for all timber segments. The Rnoos stanchion wagons in particular are flexible and suitable for this purpose. They can be loaded with logs or sawn
timber, and in contrast to the older Snps wagons they can also transport the three-metre
logs that many customers require.
The so-called Retz round trip is only one
example of an efficient wood logistics concept
that improves utilisation rates, and that
thereby makes rail transport operations even
more economical and environmentally
friendly. At the same time, wagon availability is also improved, which ultimately benefits all customers. “DB Cargo has introduced
an innovative concept here,” says Maresch’s
Head of Logistics Dieter Preiss. “We are delighted that rail is becoming more and more
efficient as a freight transport mode. The new
service is an excellent illustration of that.”
An additional round trip that was launched
in May 2017 now connects log transport
operations from the Harz to Austria with an
empty trip to Tomášovce in Slovakia, where
the wagons are loaded with sawn timber for
a customer in Magdeburg. There is subsequently an empty trip back to the Harz after
unloading. DB Cargo now also manages bigger, international round trips – for example
between Germany, the Czech Republic and
Italy. “In total we can carry out around 1 ,250
additional transport operations each year as
a result of this round trip concept,” explains
Norbert Kurz. mh
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HEAVY-DUTY
TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS
BY RAIL
Logistics expert
DAHER Projects
and DB Cargo
have been working together
for a very long
time.
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G

ermany in the energy transition: instead of through central
structures, electricity is now
produced by a large number of
regional plants. Enormous
power stations on the high seas generate
renewable energy that must be transmitted
as quickly as possible and without losses
to German industrial centres in the south
and west of the country. Switching the
whole power supply of one of the world’s
leading industrial countries to sustainable
production is a huge challenge for the national grid’s transmission system operators. Bigger transformers with more capacity and new or upgraded substations are
important aspects of this major undertaking. But how on earth do you transport
these gigantic, heavy structures to their
installation sites?
Special transports are a common sight on our
roads these days. Wind vanes, generator boxes
and enormous machine components are transported across Germany at night or at weekends
in heavy goods operations by HGV – or by rail.
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“We transport large plant components and
transformers safely and reliably by rail,”
says Thomas Müller, Product Man-ager Nuclear and Heavy-Duty Transports at DB
Cargo’s Industrial Sales Division. Fourteen
members of staff at DB Cargo Industrial
manage special transport operations across Germany, often in cooperation
with the project logistics expert DAHER
Projects, which is a freight forwarding service provider for major energy suppliers and
transmission system operators.
“In our cooperation with DAHER Projects we are building on and developing business relationships that have been in place
for a long time,” says Müller, who has been
working in the Special Transports team
since 2012 . “The predecessor company
NCS was once a Deutsche Bahn subsidiary
and it later concluded a framework agreement for rail transport services.” Using five
of its own special wagons and up to eight
leased ones, DAHER Projects carries out
up to 50 transport operations each year involving large transformers and other industrial heavy goods in Germany. The fleet also
includes around 90 low-loaders of between
two and sixteen axles. When the components are transported by rail, DAHER
Projects hands over the work to DB Cargo.

TRANSPORTING A LARGE
TRANSFORMER
The process behind such transport operations is complex. The network operators
commission the manufacturer with the
upgrading and modernisation of electrical
plant components. With headquarters in
Nuremberg, Mönchengladbach, Bad Honnef or Halle, they commission DAHER Projects with the work of transporting the
transformer to the respective substation.
In certain cases, transformers are moved to
other transformer stations after a certain
operating period, or are returned to the
plant of manufacture in order to undergo a
general overhaul. If the transport operation
is to be carried out by rail (large transformers are usually suitable for rail transport),
for example because the local roads are too
narrow, DAHER Projects commissions DB
Cargo with the task.
Such was the case in a recent operation
involving the transportation of a large
transformer after undergoing general re-

pair at ABB Halle back to the Markersbach
pump-storage plant. During periods when
there is an oversupply of electricity, water
is pumped from a lower to an upper reservoir at the pump-storage power station.
Then, when demand for electricity is high,
the water from the upper reservoir is released, causing the generators to produce
electricity. Seven giant transformers are in
operation in a 44-metre-high cavern around
120 metres below ground. Some of the
transformers date back to the time the power station was built, and these have had to
be replaced or overhauled one by one over
the last few years after almost 40 years in
operation. The transport operations were
carried out by rail right up to the nearest
train station because the power plant, like
many transformer stations, does not have
sidings of its own. Roads in Germany are
often not designed for the transportation
of heavy power plant components, but in
this case the short distance between the
transhipment site and power plant was expanded accordingly.
During the project, DB Cargo made use
of special wagons known as Schnabel cars,
which are owned by DAHER Projects.
These are made up of two separate parts
that distribute the weight of the load over

THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE
SPECIAL WAGONS
MUST BE
PLANNED VERY
PRECISELY BECAUSE ONLY
EIGHT WAGONS
OF THIS TYPE
ARE AVAILABLE
ON THE MARKET.
PH O T O S: D E U TS CH E BA H N

THOMAS MÜLLER, DB CARGO
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multi-axle bogies. Beak-like lifting arms
carry a lowered loading platform or are connected to the load itself. Hydraulic equipment can lift or shift the load on bends and
at narrow places.
“The deployment of this rolling stock
must be planned very precisely because
only eight wagons of this type are available
on the market as a whole,” says Müller. Indeed, there are only 30 wagons of this kind
in the world.

LONG PLANNING PROCESS
Due to the extra-large dimensions and the
heavy weight of the freight, these kinds of
transport operations are usually carried out
by a special train. Planning takes a long
time, with up to three months elapsing between the request and departure.
DB Netz checks how suitable the line is.
That can be difficult to ascertain with newly built sections where the required data is
not available, or when old lines are being
surveyed. The request must be processed
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eight weeks after it is received. The transport permit is issued, the conditions on the
route are established and the customer receives a prior notice with departure time,
on the basis of which DB Cargo issues a
binding arrival time. “We check the times,
timetables and the resource planning in the
Cargo Management Regions, and we have
to suggest special solutions, for example
avoiding oncoming traffic or switching off
overhead lines,” says Müller.
In certain cases, dummy runs are carried
out before the real transport operation to
ensure the plans are suitable. For that, a
wooden replica the exact same size as the
real transformer is loaded onto the Schnabel
car. This highlights any collision points between the dummy and the interior of the
tunnel – if there’s any doubt, the manufacturer adapts the transformer.
“We almost never travel on the direct rail
route, we’re at the mercy of the infrastructure conditions at the time the customer
needs the transport operation. Because of
the large number of construction sites on
the rail network in Germany, it’s getting
harder and harder to find suitable routes for
this kind of operation,” explains Müller. In
some cases the tariff distance in the real
transport operation is exceeded by a sub-

stantial margin, usually because of weak
bridges or unalterable narrow points such
as tunnels. Trains normally run at night and
weekends to avoid affecting passenger
transport.
The operation remains exciting right
down to the last mile. If there are sidings at
the destination, it is possible to travel directly there with the transport unit. Since
sidings like these have often not been used
for many years (transformers have a lifecycle of around 35 years), it’s very likely
that they are no longer linked to DB ’s mainline network. In that case, special junction
points have to be switched at a time and date
agreed on in advance with DB Netz. Long
delays in the transport operation can have
a serious effect on the planned arrival date
because the installation of the junction
points has to be coordinated from scratch.
If there are no sidings at the destination,
it is necessary to apply for various permits
and police escorts for the final leg by road,
which is why it is vital that the transport
operations run according to schedule.
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“Roundabouts, traffic lights and bridges
make planning the road leg very difficult,”
says Müller.
Things get very complicated if it is not
possible to stick to the scheduled arrival
time. “We let the customer know and we
work with them, DB Netz AG and the
Cargo Management Regions to find a solution,” says Müller. “Our customer’s expertise and our own is an advantage. In turn,
some of our colleagues here in Planning are
trained transportation escorts and they
know the kinds of challenges we face on the
ground.”

the online platform myRailportal. “That
allows us to monitor the progress of transport operations as they happen, as well as
follow the current planning status of the
operations in advance,” says Müller. The
most heavy-duty of German transport
operations has long arrived in the digital
age. an

Contact | Thomas Müller
Telephone: +49 (0)203 454-1983
thomas.c.mueller@deutschebahn.com

TIGHTER PLANNING
AGREED

WE TRANSPORT LARGE PLANT
COMPONENTS AND TRANSFORMERS
SAFELY AND RELIABLY BY RAIL.
THOMAS MÜLLER, DB CARGO

PH O T O S: D PA PICT U RE-AL LI A NC E

After a comprehensive review of the individual processes, the two partners have
now agreed to plan and carry out the respective transport operations even more
precisely. “In a number of workshops with
our two contract partners DAHER Projects
and DB Netz, we have succeeded in establishing the prerequisites for that kind of
promise,” says Müller. The partners have
developed a digital monitoring system that
makes it possible to precisely plan and
closely monitor transport operations via
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EXTRA-LONG TRAN
DB Cargo brings oversized
projects onto rail – and
improves the utilisation
of the Cainsdorf freight
transport station.

Contact | Janett Schmidt
Telephone: +49 (0)345 215-4808
janett.schmidt@deutschebahn.com
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MAJOR PROJECT:
The well-secured
superheater
coils for the new
power plant
await departure
to Greece.
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SPORTS TO GREECE

E

xtremely long and wide,
extremely heavy and extremely complicated to
transport – such projects
are enough to make any
die-hard logistic expert’s
mouth water. Oversized
cargo is always a very
special challenge for planners. Things get
even more interesting when the project is
carried out all the way to the customer’s door
– or at least as closely as possible – by rail.
That was the case for building components
destined for a new power plant in Eordaia in
central Greece.
The region is known as “Energy Valley”:
five power plants there supply electricity for
industry in the region. A new power plant is
currently being built in the area with supplies
from Germany. The transport operations originate from Zwickau in eastern Germany and are managed by DB Cargo. The rail
company has been commissioned with the
work of transporting superheater coils for the
power plant – pipes through which steam
flows, absorbing warmth from the furnace.

PH O T O S: E LOS

CAPACITY CHECK FOR THE
CAINSDORF TERMINAL
ELOS Speditions GmbH has been active as an
international project freight forwarding company since 1991 , and is based in the Cainsdorf district of Zwickau. The company has its
own freight transport site, via which DB Cargo and ELOS already carry out transhipments.
For the Zukunft Bahn project, it was necessary to check that the terminal had the necessary capacity and utilisation. DB Cargo and
ELOS agreed to search for ways to improve the
utilisation of the sidings. No small task – after
all, project logistics presents transport carriers
with special challenges in many cases due to
the size and weight of the freight.
However, DB Cargo suggested to ELOS
that it could simply carry out projects by rail
rather than road. “We won the contract to
operate rail transports for the construction
of the new power plant in Eordaia in central
Greece,” explains Janett Schmidt, who works

at DB Cargo as New Customer Man-ager at
Regional Sales North/East in Halle/Saale.
And indeed, the customer was persuaded of the advantages of this approach.
Planning the transport operations took
almost exactly a year, and the first wagon
began its journey on 1 August 2017. By
mid-September, 33 wagons had made the
journey to Greece, and a further 30 wagons
were planned before mid-October.
DB Cargo’s loading consultants had to plan
the complicated routes in close collaboration
with the respective experts at DB Cargo and
the customer because the superheater coils,
which are transported as bundled tubes,
came in a range of different sizes up to 3.59
metres by 23 metres. Only after extensive
planning was it possible to submit the necessary permit applications for the individual
transport operations.
Furthermore, the logistics experts also had
to acquire the necessary international permits and agreements – after all, the train
passes through several countries. “We are
very happy that DB Cargo was able to provide
us with a reliable solution for this complex
transport operation by rail,” says Stefan Bauer, Managing Director of ELOS.

WE ARE HAPPY
THAT DB CARGO WAS
ABLE TO PROVIDE
US WITH A RELIABLE
SOLUTION FOR THIS
COMPLEX TRANSPORT OPERATION.
STEFAN BAUER, ELOS

FINAL LEG BY ROAD
“The dimensions and the international
nature of the transport operation were not
the biggest challenges we faced as part of
this project. The main difficulty was that
neither the manufacturer nor the power
plant in Greece had sidings of their own –
we therefore had to plan the final leg by
road from the respective transhipment
sites,” says Schmidt. The rail freight experts had to implement a very special concept: wide-load shipments were transported to Greece via the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Serbia and Bulgaria. Once
the freight arrives by rail in Voluyak in
Bulgaria, DB Schenker’s logistics experts
carry out onward transport to the power
plant by road because trains with wide loads
cannot cross the border between Bulgaria
and Greece.

In contrast, normal-width loads are transported to the DB Cargo railport in Thessaloniki via Austria, Hungary, Serbia and Macedonia. DB Schenker again takes over the
loads and transports the power plant components to the construction site by HGV.
“The unusual transport operations come
with a twofold advantage for us and our customer,” says Schmidt. “We improve the utilisation of our network and our capacity. And
the customer sees proof that we are able to implement reliable transport solutions in project
logistics via the rail link in Cainsdorf.” an
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Pre-cast concrete parts from Hesse were used in Nuremberg in the construction of a new type
of car park. Rather than transporting them there individually on semi-trailers, Christmann & Pfeifer
commissioned DB Cargo with the transport of most of the steel-reinforced concrete slabs.

4:1
I

t was a Herculean task: to deliver 349 concrete slabs measuring 16 metres
by 2 .5 metres in size and weighing around
14 tonnes to Nuremberg within eight weeks.
The slabs are part of Christmann & Pfeifer’s
innovative Preflex® multi-storey car park,
which can multiply the capacity of a conventional car park by up to four times in just a
few weeks by means of a modular construction method and short assembly times. The
customer in this case was the NürnbergMesse trade fair company. Had the parts
been transported by road, the lorries would
have needed telescopic semi-trailers to accommodate the overall length of 16 metres.
A total of 349 HGV journeys would have
been needed over a period of eight weeks.
The challenge set by C + P was to find an alternative to road transport over the 344 -kilometre journey from the production site in
Breidenbach (Biedenkopf) to Nuremberg.
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RAIL

F O T O S: VO R NA M E N AC H N A M E ; BI L DAG E N T U R
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CONCRETE COMPOSITE SLABS ARRIVE AT NUREMBERG RAILPORT: (from left) Rüdiger Voß, Project Manager
at DB Cargo; Markus Tesch, Product Developer at Christmann & Pfeifer; and Bernd Hartmann, Regional Salesman
at DB Cargo.
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CARE: A mobile crane carefully lifts the heavy construction elements from the semi-trailer. The panels are transported
from the Nuremberg railport to the construction site on demand.

SENSITIVE FREIGHT
Load securing is a vitally important aspect
of the operation. The product is quite vulnerable during loading and transportation
44

due to its length, pre-tension and low material thickness,” says C + P Product Developer Markus Tesch, who directed the high-precision loading process. “We placed the slabs
on T-beams and tied them down in a special
way. The load securing concept developed
by DB Cargo’s consultants was challenging,
but it paid off.” The load straps integrated
into the Snps wagons simplified load securing greatly.
The Hessische Güterbahn (HGB ) company was commissioned with providing
diesel traction for the trains between Breidenbach and Gießen. “HGB carried out
DB Cargo’s assignment reliably and flexibly,” says Rüdiger Voß, the DB Cargo Project Manager responsible for production
coordination on the project. DB Cargo took
over the train for the section between
Gießen and Nuremberg, using electric
traction.
The Nuremberg Railport was an ideal
transhipment site in close proximity to the
trade fair buildings. From there, the Preflex® composite slabs were delivered on demand to the construction site on telescopic
semi-trailers. “We are very happy with the
collaboration with DB Cargo,” explains
Markus Tesch of Christmann & Pfeifer.
“While we would only have been able to
transport one slab per HGV journey, DB

THE PREFLEX®
CAR PARK
The company Christmann
& Pfeifer, located in Angelburg in central Hesse,
developed the Preflex®
car park, which can multiply the capacity of a
conventional car park by
up to four times in just
a few weeks by means of
a modular construction
method and short assembly times. The car park
is reversible and reusable,
and it is made up of
pre-cast composite slabs
that weigh 14 tonnes
and measure 16 x 2.5
metres in size. The
12-cm-thick composite
slabs are manufactured
in-house in a specially
developed production
process. The parts are
slip-resistant thanks to
surface profiling applied
during concreting. No
coating or concreting
work is necessary on the
construction site.
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In their search for a logistics partner in the
rail sector, C + P found DB Cargo, Europe’s
largest rail freight company and one that has
a corresponding level of experience in loading and transporting sensitive freight.
“Christmann & Pfeifer awarded us the contract because in this kind of operation the
whole logistics process has to be spot on,”
explains Bernd Hartmann, who was the customer’s contact person at DB Cargo. “The
supply chain has to be seamlessly integrated
so that the transport operation can be completed as quickly as possible. Initial leg, final
leg, transhipment, securing the load –
everything has to go smoothly.”
Regional Sales, Loading Consultancy and
Project Management developed a concept
that won over C + P. It was possible to load
the 14 -tonne parts right outside the Christmann & Pfeifer factory gates at the Biedenkopf wood transhipment station. “Only one
pre-cast concrete part would have fitted onto
a semi-trailer, but we were able to load four
parts onto an Snps wagon,” explains Hartmann. “So it was a 4 :1 victory for rail.”

CUSTOMERS & PROJECTS

Cargo was able to execute the whole transport operation in a short period of time, and
we had a buffer store locally.”
There were also a number of desirable
side-effects: a huge burden was taken off the
motorways, a large volume of CO2 was saved
and potential deadline bottlenecks were
avoided.
For Bernd Hartmann of DB Cargo, the
transport operation was another interesting
challenge – and proof of what the rail company can do. “In the project business, the
customer expects a high level of flexibility
from their logistics service provider,” says
Hartmann. “We aim to provide that. If the
Preflex® car park business expands in future, we will certainly be ready to step in
once again as a reliable partner.” DB Cargo
is the market leader and has a Europe-wide
network at its disposal – there to ensure that
all its customers can enjoy growth without
boundaries. mh

ONLY ONE PRE-CAST
CONCRETE PART WOULD
HAVE FITTED ONTO A
SEMI-TRAILER, BUT WE
LOADED FOUR PARTS
ONTO AN SNPS WAGON.
BERND HARTMANN,
REGIONAL SALES, DB CARGO

Contact | Bernd Hartmann
Telephone: +49 (0)69 265-42905
bernd.hartmann@deutschebahn.com
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Always a length ahead of trucks –
Europe-wide rail transports by DB Cargo
The advantages for you

Benefit from our Europe-wide single wagonload network.
We also carry individual wagonloads for you.
We can carry your freight on rail even if you do not have a siding.
Help us protect the environment and save carbon emissions.
For further information visit www.dbcargo.com

FINAL CALL
IN DEMAND

planning department, where you need
brains rather than brawn. I think physical
strength is simply in my nature.

But you take part in the sport
professionally. How did that come
about?

STRONGARM TACTICS
Arkadiusz Kwiatkowski is responsible for freight train
planning at DB Cargo Polska.
In his free time he seeks a
very different kind of balance:
as an arm wrestler.

Mr Kwiatkowski, you’re an arm
wrestler. What does that mean
exactly?
KWIATKOWSKI_____It’s essentially
nothing more than pushing down the
opponent’s arm – you’ve all seen it, I’m
sure. It’s such a simple and clear kind
of duel, there’s probably no man on earth
who hasn’t tried it.

You’re evidently very strong. Is
that down to your work at DB
Cargo?
K_____It’s certainly no bad thing to have
a lot of strength if you work on the railways. But it’s not essential. No one has to
pull freight wagons down the track or tranship containers single-handedly. We have
machines to take care of that. I work in the
46
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GO FIGURE!

K_____I’ve always enjoyed arm wrestling:
at school, on the playground with my
friends, with the military. I didn’t know
back then that it was a real sport. I only
started arm wrestling professionally four
years ago when I took part in a tournament
organised by the Polish Arm Wrestling
Federation. That was the first time I saw
how the sport is performed on a competitive level, with a referee and strict rules. I
got to know other people who were interested in the sport. Everything began with
that tournament.

How did things develop from there?

million
The number of tonnes of
freight transported by
DB Cargo Polska in one
year. You’d need several
strong arms for that –
and several strong legs
to boot, considering
the enormous distances.
The tonne-kilometre
figure is enormous: DB
Cargo Polska’s trains
cover 2.8 billion kilometres per tonne of freight
each year. A workforce
of 3,155 ensures everything runs smoothly – a
strong crew. an

K_____In late 2014 the Amateur Polish
Arm Wrestling Championship was held
in Stare Miasto. I won my first match there.
I then joined the “Samson Marklowice”
student sports club in March 2015. That association was officially accepted into the
FAP, the Polish Arm Wrestling Federation,
six months later. That’s where I achieved
my first success of 2016, at the Polish Arm
Wrestling Championship in Gdańsk.
I came in third place in the under 80 kg
category. I then won two silver medals
at the Polish Arm Wrestling Cup in Katowice in October 2016. Recently, in October
2017, I won two grand prix – right & left
hand, at the Poland Arm Wrestling Championship. I also completed a refereeing
course alongside my training, so I can now
also ref FAP-certified matches.

You now also train others ...
K_____Yes, I have eleven athletes training at
the club under my supervision, six juniors
and five seniors. And we are enjoying
some success! We won five medals at the
last tournament – one gold, two silver and
two bronze. And two arm wrestlers have
also qualified for the European Championship in Katowice in May 2018. mh

Issue 01|2018 of railways will be
published in March 2018.

To contact the editorial team,
and for collector’s files and
subscriptions:
l-railways@deutschebahn.com
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SIGN OF THE TIMES

SAVE THE DATE
Upcoming trade fairs and
sector events with DB Cargo –
come and see us there!
The 11th BME-/VDV Forum
on rail freight transport is
held in Bonn.
www.bme.de/
schienengueterverkehr/

SPRING FORCE:
Leonardo da
Vinci designed
the first autonomous vehicle
in the world on
paper.
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BACK
TO THE
FUTURE!
Autonomous vehicles could soon be a reality on our roads – and logistics companies
also benefit from driverless vehicles: improved journey utilisation, automated fleet
management and more flexibility are all
possible advantages.
DB Cargo has long been active in this area:
the rail freight company is testing automated mainline locomotives, fully automated hump locomotives in shunting
operations and rail-road vehicles that use
algorithms to shunt and prepare freight
wagons. In future, time- and labour-intensive tasks at marshalling yards could be
carried out by automated vehicles. At the
same time, the semi-automated assistance
systems that (can) make our lives easier
and safer on the roads are being developed
further. Automation is continuing its unstoppable advance.
But you’d be wrong if you thought that this
was a new phenomenon. Automation
has been around for many years. The first
driverless vehicle was designed by Leonardo da Vinci in 1478 – a self-propelled cart

PROJECT LEADER
Kasia Malewska-Langer
069 265-34484
kasia.malewska-langer@deutschebahn.com

driven by springs. At the beginning of the
20th century, inventors entered the market
with several different concepts: a 1925
car known as the “Linrrican Wonder”; an
autopilot aviation system called “Mechanical Mike” in 1933; and the “Tempomat”,
the first ever cruise control by Ralph Teetor
in 1945. The last of these assistance systems was used in vehicles from 1958 onwards. At the end of the 1950s researchers
developed the first intelligent roads for
driverless vehicles. In 1977 Japanese researchers presented a vehicle that was
able to navigate independently using cameras. A few years later, German researchers
tested a range of approaches that led to the
legendary Prometheus Project: in 1994, robot cars travelled 1,000 kilometres on a multi-lane motorway through Paris, reaching
speeds of 130 km/h. Since that time, it is
mainly the rapid growth of computer memory and processing power that has allowed
engineers to develop more and more systems that pave the way for autonomous mobility for the masses – and for DB Cargo. an
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